AGR Technology Explains Why Online Reviews Are Crucial for an Online
Business

From Improving the Visibility to Making the Brand Look Trustworthy, Reviews Have an Amazing Impact on Sales.

This press release was orginally distributed by SBWire

Shepparton, Australia -- (SBWIRE) -- 04/05/2021 -- AGR Technology, an Shepparton based provider of SEO services and custom web solutions
explains why it is important to gather online reviews.

Most online businesses thrive on customer reviews whether it is on Google, Yelp, on their own business websites or any other platform. It is a fact that
90% of consumers refer to online reviews before buying a product or service. And at least 85% of these consumers trust the reviews be it positive or
negative. Everyone knows that positive reviews are great for business.

Having a page such as this: https://agrtech.com.au/about/reviews/ to showcase your reviews can help improve conversions and chances of prospects
getting in contact with you.

But how can a business deal with negative reviews? AGR Technology helps businesses make use of their positive online reviews in the most effective
way and handle the negative online reviews so that the impact on sales and new customers is as minimum as possible. Reviews might be comments
written by the customers but for a local business they are opportunities to improve their reliability, expertise and professionalism.

To find out more about how a review management system can aid your business contact AGR Technology to find out more.

Visit the business website or visit the AGR Technology's profile on Google at this address:
https://www.google.com/maps?cid=6601607507068813197
About https://agrtech.com.au/
AGR Technology, an Australian based digital marketing agency offers SEO services, press release distribution services, custom software
development services, free online tools and many other services.
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